Puzzles
Name of the subject: Computer Networks
Objective

: To improve the fundamental concepts of the subject.

1. Identify the connectivity issue shown below

Ans: (a) Switch 2 is connected with the network without any problem
(b) System PC-C is having the connectivity problem

2. What is your comment about the given figure below?

Ans: The PC is connected to the console port of the switch. All the other connections are

made through Fast Ethernet links by using rollover cable for connectivity 1, crossover cable for
connectivity 2 and straight through cable for connectivity 3
3. What is the wrong with the displayed termination shown below,

Ans:

The untwisted length of each wire is too long

4. PC1 has sent a frame addressed to PC3. What will the switch do with the frame?

Ans:

The switch will forward the frame to all ports except port 4

Since the MAC address is not listed in the MAC table.
5. Match “A” and “B” of the tabulation given below,

A

B

(I)

FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF

Frame fewer than 64 bytes in length

(II)

RUNT

It is a technique that is used to send fake ARP
messages to other hosts in the LAN

(III)

Spoofing

Host A wants to send IP Packet to host D

Ans:

A

B

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(c)
(a)
(b)

6. Based on the debug command output that is shown, which statement is true of the

operation of PPP

Ans:

State is Open

A PPP session was successfully established

7. State whether true or false.
Router A is connected with the ISP cloud through HDLC encapsulation.

Ans: True. Default configuration of the serial link is HDLC

8. Using the clue given below, find the missing letters and form the words.
Clue:

To find the path to the destination device
_R__ERT

P_I__

Ans: TRACERT , PING
9. Solve the given cross word.
1
2
3
4
Top to bottom:
1. Layer 2 Address
Left to right:
2. Connectivity test.
3. Layer 1 device.
4. Layer 2 device __________________

(True/ False)

Ans:
1 M
A
C
4 S

M
2 P
3 H
W

F
I
U
I

N
B
C

G
H

10. Find the odd word.
(i) IP (ii) MAC (iii) Physical (iv) Address
Ans:

(iii) Physical

11. A company uses the address block of 128.107.0.0/16 for its network. What subnet mask

would provide the maximum number of equal size subnets while providing enough host
addresses for each subnet in the exhibit

Ans:

255.255.255.128

12. How many broadcast domain are there

Ans:

Four broadcast domain

13. Fill in the blank.

ARP
is a technique that is used to send fake ARP
messages to other hosts in the LAN. The aim is to associate IP addresses to the wrong MAC
addresses.

Ans:

Spoofing

Outcomes: Students actively solved the puzzles and learnt the concepts.

Activity Based Learning
Role Play
Name of the subject: Computer Networks
Topic: Star and Ring Topology
Objective: To understand the concept of star and ring topology of the network
connectivity.
Description: In Star topology, all the components of network are connected to the
central device called “hub” which may be a hub, a router or a switch. Unlike Bus
topology (discussed earlier), where nodes were connected to central cable, here all the
workstations are connected to central device with a point-to-point connection. So it can
be said that every computer is indirectly connected to every other node by the help of
“hub”.
All the data on the star topology passes through the central device before reaching the
intended destination. Hub acts as a junction to connect different nodes present in Star
Network, and at the same time it manages and controls whole of the network.
Depending on which central device is used, “hub” can act as repeater or signal booster.
Central device can also communicate with other hubs of different network. Unshielded
Twisted Pair (UTP) Ethernet cable is used to connect workstations to central node.
In Ring Topology, all the nodes are connected to each-other in such a way that they
make a closed loop. Each workstation is connected to two other components on either
side, and it communicates with these two adjacent neighbors. Data travels around the
network, in one direction. Sending and receiving of data takes place by the help of
TOKEN.
Token Passing (in brief) : Token contains a piece of information which along with data is
sent by the source computer. This token then passes to next node, which checks if the
signal is intended to it. If yes, it receives it and passes the empty to into the network,
otherwise passes token along with the data to next node. This process continues until
the signal reaches its intended destination.
The nodes with token are the ones only allowed to send data. Other nodes have to wait
for an empty token to reach them. This network is usually found in offices, schools and
small buildings.
Picture I: Students are placed in the form of star that is centrally a person can act as a
hub , switch or router based on the network and other students are get connected

through their hands like the media which can used to communicate between host and
central devices.
Picture II: Students are placed in the form of ring that is every student get connects
with other student and make it has a ring form. Information can be passed each and
every one and finally reach the final host.

Outcomes: Students felt easy to grasp the operation of star and ring topology of
the network.

Analogy
Name of the Subject: Computer Networks
Topic : Mesh network is better than star and other network. Why?
Objective
: Students relate the different network topologies to better understanding
of the usage in the environment.
Description : A mesh network is a network topology in which each node relays data
for the network. All mesh nodes cooperate in the distribution of data in the network.
Mesh networks can relay messages using either a flooding technique or a routing
technique. If any one of the link gets fails to the particular node, other link helps to make
the communication without any break.

Outcomes: Students realized the advantage of using mesh network comparatively with
other topologies.

Chart
Name of the subject: Computer Networks
Topic : OSI Model.
Objective: Students learn the OSI model using in data communication.
Description : There are seven layers in OSI model; each layer has its own
functionality. Top of the layer is Application layer, presentation layer, session layer,
transport layer, network layer, data link layer and physical layer.

Outcomes: Students learn the OSI model structure of the network and their
functionality.

Quiz
Name of the subject: Computer Networks
Objective: To improve the competency and learning objective of the subject.

Outcomes: Students shown interest and participated actively in answering the
questions.

Application Oriented Material
PPT
Name of the subject: Computer Networks
Topic : Token Ring Network.
Objective
: Students understand the concept and working principle of the token ring
network, permanent virtual circuit and switched virtual circuit.
Description : Frame relay is a packet-switching telecommunication service designed
for cost-efficient data transmission for intermittent traffic between local area networks
(LANs) and between endpoints in wide area networks (WANs). Frame relay puts data in
a variable-size unit called a frame and leaves any necessary error correction
(retransmission of data) up to the endpoints, which speeds up overall data transmission.
the network provides a permanent virtual circuit (PVC), which means that the customer
sees a continuous, dedicated connection without having to pay for a full-time leased
line. Switched virtual circuits (SVC), by contrast, are temporary connections that are
destroyed after a specific data transfer is completed.

Outcomes: Students understood the concept and working principle of the token ring
network, permanent virtual circuit and switched virtual circuit through PPT

Group Discussion
Name of the subject: Computer Networks
Topic : Computer network and internet application
Objective
: To emphasize the importance of the computer networks using in the
internet application
Points discussed:






Importance of the computer networks in the day to day life.
Types of networks topologies and what are the advantage and disadvantage of
the each topologies
Internet architecture and the topology used in that.
Internet connectivity and the devices involved to make better service available to
the user. .
Benefit of using the Internet application such as e-mail, web server and social
network.

Outcomes: Students understood the importance of the computer networks using in the
internet application.
.

Peer Group Learning
Name of the subject: Computer Networks
Objective: To improve the performance of slow and average learner students, the peer
groups are formed with each group consisting of 9 students in which two are advanced,
two are average and five are slow learners.

Outcomes: Slow learner students got cleared their doubts and they felt easy to
understand the concept and they shown more interest to study when they are formed
with such groups.

Brain storming
Name of the subject: Computer Networks
Topic : Deployment of Dynamic Routing protocol?
Objective
OSPF.

: To nurture the concept and deployment of dynamic routing protocol using

Points discussed:





Network hierarchical topology
Loop back address requirement in the multi area.
Different state of the DR, BDR and DROTHER in OSPF and how to change the
router state from one to other.
Different

Outcomes: Students understood the network topology and the deployment of dynamic
routing protocol

Multiple Choice Questions
Name of the subject : Computer Networks
Objective

: To enhance the knowledge of the subject through multiple choice
questions.

Q.1 What method can be used by two computers to ensure that packets are not dropped because
too much data is being sent too quickly?
A. encapsulation
B. flow control
C. access method
D. response timeout
Ans : B
Q.2 What type of communication will send a message to all devices on a local area
network?
A. broadcast
B. multicast
C. unicast
D. allcast
Ans: A
Q.3 What process is used to place one message inside another message for transfer from the
source to the destination?
A. access control
B. decoding
C. encapsulation
D. flow control
Ans: A
Q.4 A web client is sending a request for a webpage to a web server. From the perspective of the
client, what is the correct order of the protocol stack that is used to prepare the request for
transmission?
A.HTTP, IP, TCP, Ethernet
B. HTTP, TCP, IP, Ethernet
C. Ethernet, TCP, IP, HTTP
D. Ethernet, IP, TCP, HTTP

Ans: B
Q.5 Which statement is correct about network protocols?
A. Network protocols define the type of hardware that is used and how it is mounted in racks.
B. They define how messages are exchanged between the source and the destination.
C. They all function in the network access layer of TCP/IP.
D. They are only required for exchange of messages between devices on remote networks.
Ans: B
Q.6 which statement is true about the TCP/IP and OSI models?
A. The TCP/IP transport layer and OSI Layer 4 provide similar services and functions.
B. The TCP/IP network access layer has similar functions to the OSI network layer.
C. The OSI Layer 7 and the TCP/IP application layer provide identical functions.
D. The first three OSI layers describe general services that are also provided by the TCP/IP
internet layer.
Ans: A
Q.7 What three application layer protocols are part of the TCP/IP protocol suite? (Choose three.)
ARP
DHCP
DNS
FTP
NAT
PPP
Ans: B,C,D
Q.8 What are proprietary protocols?
A. protocols developed by private organizations to operate on any vendor hardware
B. protocols that can be freely used by any organization or vendor
C. protocols developed by organizations who have control over their definition and operation
D. a collection of protocols known as the TCP/IP protocol suite
.
Ans: C

Q.9 What is an advantage of network devices using open standard protocols?
A. Network communications is confined to data transfers between devices from the same vendor.
B. A client host and a server running different operating systems can successfully exchange
data.

C. Internet access can be controlled by a single ISP in each market.
D. Competition and innovation are limited to specific types of products.
Ans: B
Q.9 Which three layers of the OSI model are comparable in function to the application layer of
the TCP/IP model? (Choose three.)
A. application
B. presentation
C. session
D. transport
E. data link
D. physical
F. network
Ans: A,B,C
Q.10 At which layer of the OSI model would a logical address be encapsulated?
A. physical layer
B. data link layer
C. network layer
D. transport layer
Ans: C
Q.11 Which PDU format is used when bits are received from the network medium by the NIC of
a host?
A. file
B. frame
C. packet
D. segment
Ans: B

Q.12 Which PDU is processed when a host computer is de-encapsulating a message at the
transport layer of the TCP/IP model?
A. bits
B. frame

C. packet
D. segment
Ans: D
Q.13 Which address does a NIC use when deciding whether to accept a frame?
A. source IP address
B. source MAC address
C. destination IP address
D. destination MAC address
E. source Ethernet address
Ans: D
Q.14 Which characteristic describes the default gateway of a host computer?
A. The logical address of the router interface on the same network as the host computer
B. The physical address of the switch interface connected to the host computer
C. The physical address of the router interface on the same network as the host computer
D. The logical address assigned to the switch interface connected to the router
Ans: A

B.
C.
D.
E.

Q.15 What will happen if the default gateway address is incorrectly configured on a host?
A.
The host cannot communicate with other hosts in the local network.
B. The switch will not forward packets initiated by the host.
C. The host will have to use ARP to determine the correct address of the default gateway.
D. The host cannot communicate with hosts in other networks.
E. A ping from the host to 127.0.0.1 would not be successful.
Ans: D

Outcomes: Students shown interest in answering the questions and learnt the subject.

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS
Name of the subject: TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Objective: To enhance the knowledge of the subject through multiple choice questions.

Outcomes: Students shown interest in answering the questions and learnt the subject.

STAFF INCHARGE

HOD

APPLICATION ORIENTED MATERIAL & PPT
Name of the subject: TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Topic: 5S
Objective: Students understand the concept and working principle of 5S.
Description:

OBJECTIVES OF 5S
To Create Neat And Clean Work Place
To Systemize Day To Day Working
To Improve Work Efficiency
To Standardize Work Practice
To Improve Work Discipline
To Improve The Quality Of Work And Product
BENEFITS OF 5S
Work Place Becomes Clean And Better Organized
People Become Disciplined
Better Quality Awareness
More Usable Floor Space
Lower Cost Of Production
High Employee Involvement
Lesser Accidents
More Time For Improvement Activities
Lesser Time Wasted In Material Handling
Result In Good Company image

Outcomes: Students understood the concept and working principle of 5Sthrough PPT and
videos.

STAFF INCHARGE

HOD

INTERVIEW WITH A LEADER (Personality)
Name of the subject: TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Topic : Leadership Roles
Objective: To emphasize the importance of the leadership characteristics by taking interview
with personality. Here a batch of students took interview with HOD/IT (Mrs.A.Chitra)

Outcomes: Students understood the importance of the leadership characteristics using interview
with personality.

STAFF INCHARGE

HOD

CHART
Name of the subject: TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Topic : Deming 14 points of Quality improvement.
Objective: Students learn the Deming 14 points of Quality improvement .
Description:

1. Create and publish a company mission statement and commit to it.
2. Learn and adopt the new philosophy.
3. Understand the purpose of inspection.
4. End the practice of awarding business practices on the basis of price tag.
5. Constantly improve system of production and service.
6. Institute training.
7. Teach and institute leadership.
8. Drive out fear and create trust.
9. Optimize the efforts of Teams, Groups and Staff Areas
10. Eliminate slogans, numerical quotas and targets for the work force which
only create adversarial relationships, since the bulk of the causes of low
quality and low productivity belong to the system and thus lie beyond the
power of the workforce.
11. Eliminate Exhortations for the Work Force.
12. Remove barriers that Rob people to pride of workmanship.
13. Encourage education and self-improvement for everyone.
14. Put everybody in the company to work to accomplish the transformation.

Outcomes: Students learn the Deming 14 points of Quality improvement.

STAFF INCHARGE

HOD

CHART
Name of the subject: OPERATING SYSTEMS
Topic : OPERATING SYSTEM STRUCTURES
Objective: Students learn the different operating system structures.
Description:

Simple Structure
MS-DOS – written to provide the most functionality in the least space
o Not divided into modules
o Although MS-DOS has some structure, its interfaces and levels of
functionality are not well separated
MS-DOS Layer Structure


Layered Approach
 The operating system is divided into a number of layers (levels), each built on top of
lower layers. The bottom layer (layer 0), is the hardware; the highest (layer N) is the
user interface.
 With modularity, layers are selected such that each uses functions (operations) and
services of only lower-level layers
Traditional UNIX System Structure

Layered Operating System

Microkernel System Structure




Moves as much from the kernel into “user” space
Communication takes place between user modules using message passing
Benefits:
o Easier to extend a microkernel
o Easier to port the operating system to new architectures
o More reliable (less code is running in kernel mode)
o More secure
o Detriments
o Performance overhead of user space to kernel space communication
o
Mac OS X Structure

Outcomes: Students learn the different operating system structures.

STAFF INCHARGE

HOD

Name of the subject: OPERATING SYSTEMS
Topic : MULTITHREADING MODELS
Objective: Students learn the different multithreading models in operating system.
Description: Multithreading Models



Many-to-One



One-to-One

 Many-to-Many
Many-to-One


Many user-level threads mapped to single kernel thread



One thread blocking causes all to block



Multiple threads may not run in parallel on muticore system because only one may be
in kernel at a time



Few systems currently use this model



Examples:
o Solaris Green Threads
o GNU Portable Threads

One-to-One


Each user-level thread maps to kernel thread



Creating a user-level thread creates a kernel thread



More concurrency than many-to-one



Number of threads per process sometimes restricted due to overhead



Examples
o Windows
o Linux
o Solaris 9 and later

Many-to-Many Model


Allows many user level threads to be mapped to many kernel threads



Allows the operating system to create a sufficient number of kernel threads



Solaris prior to version 9



Windows with the ThreadFiber package

Threading Issues (2M)


Semantics of fork() and exec() system calls



Signal handling
o Synchronous and asynchronous



Thread cancellation of target thread
o Asynchronous or deferred



Thread-local storage



Scheduler Activations

Outcomes: Students learn the different multithreading model in operating system.

STAFF INCHARGE

HOD

Name of the subject: OPERATING SYSTEMS
Topic : PAGE REPLACEMENT ALGORITHMS
Objective: Students learn the page replacement algorithms in memory.
Description: 3 Frames: Page faults

FIFO: 15

LRU: 12

OPTIMAL: 9

Outcomes: Students learn the different page replacement algorithms in memory.

STAFF INCHARGE

HOD

Name of the subject: OPERATING SYSTEMS
Topic : Directory Structures
Objective: Students learn the different directory structures in I/O systems.
Description:

*Single level Directory
*Two level Directory
*Tree shaped Directory…etc

Outcomes: Students learn the different directory structures in I/O systems

STAFF INCHARGE

HOD

